
Jamie  Mitchell  Defends  WBA
Bantamweight  Title  against
Carly Skelly in Phoenix
New York (February 4, 2022) – Jamie Mitchell makes her maiden
defense of the WBA Bantamweight title when she takes on Carly
Skelly tomorrow night at The Footprint Center in Phoenix,
Arizona.

The fight will be streamed Live on DAZN at 8 PM ET

Mitchell of Split-T Management under the guidance of Brian
Cohen’s Empire Boxing, won the title on October 9th when she
defeated previously undefeated champion Shannon Courtenay in
Liverpool England,

Mitchell (7-0-2, 4 KOs) will look to add Skelly as the 2nd
consecutive undefeated opponent to her resume.

Skelly (4-0-1) of Liverpool, England is coming off a 10-round
unanimous  decision  over  Dorota  Norek  on  October  23rd  in
Liverpool.

Mitchell weighed 117.2 lbs Skelly checked in at 116.2 lbs

Jamie Mitchell Press Conference Quotes

“I am definitely ready to defend my title, it’s going to be a
great night.

“You cannot doubt yourself no matter whether you are chosen as
an opponent or you are the A-side. I knew I was going to go in
there against Shannon Courtenay and do what I had to do. I
have tremendous coaches and a great manager, and the belief I
have in myself is phenomenal, so I have all the confidence I
need to be a World champion.
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“Carly is a great opponent for me, but I am going to show
everybody why I am a World champion. Nothing has been given to
me at all, I am going to go out and show my skills and
capabilities.

“I’m  not  giving  up  nothing  but  ass-whoopings  –  no-one  is
getting this belt.”
WBA Bantamweight champion Jamie Mitchell talks about title
defense with Carly Skelly

Also on the card will be undefeated light heavyweight Khalil
Coe. Coe (1-0-1, 1 KO) of Flemington, New Jersey will battle
Dylan O’Sullivan in a bout scheduled for four-rounds.

Despite just 34 amateur fights, Coe made the most of his
opportunities as he was a member of the distinguished United
States elite team. Coe gained his most prominence when he
knocked out Olympic Gold Medal Winner and four-time world
amateur champion Julio Cesar La Cruz.

Coe is co-managed by Split-T Management and Keith Connolly,
and is promoted by Matchroom Boxing.

O’Sullivan of Johnson City, Tennessee is 1-0, and made his pro
debut with a unanimous decision over Jermaine Cooley on July
3rd in Gray, Tennessee.

The Fight will be streamed on DAZN.

Coe Weighed 179.5 lbs.; O’Sullivan was 177.9 lbs

Khalil Coe Press Conference Quotes
“The weight played a part in the draw. We started the cut late
in camp, we forced it a little, but we’ve learned from it and
we’re here and better for it now.

“It  was  a  minor  setback,  but  a  lesson  learned.  It’s  not
something I want to forget, I want to remember it and grow
from it, and never let it happen again.



“It showed me what I am capable of doing when I am not 100 per
cent, so imagine what I can do when I am at my best.”
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